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1. Introduction

The present work had its origins in the practical need to obtain Pv (the prob-

ability that u neutrons are emitted in a fission) for the purpose of calculating the

theoretical response of instrumentation that used a correlation technique to assay

spontaneously fissioning nuclides. The assay results are proportional to the factorial

moments calculated with the Pv distribution. 1 Obtaining experimentally derived

sets of Pv from many sources reported over several decades led immediately to the

problem of evaluating the data: Aside from the trivial problem of sometimes not be-

ing properly normalized, the first moments (v) = EvPv were typically not in accord

with the best recent evaluations, or the calibration of detector efficiency was based

on obsoletevaluesfor (v) for supposedlywell-characterized"standard" nuclides

such as 2S2c.f. The problem of evaluating Pv is unusual in that, compared to the

usual situation where the quantities being evaluated are single numbers, the Pv are

sets of numbers, that moreover, are constrained so that EPr -_ 1 and EvPv -- Iv),

where Iu) is usually determined more accurately from a separate experiment than

it can be calculated from the experimentally derived Pv distribution.

2. Basic Methodology

The method developed to reconcile different sets of Pv proposed for the same

nuclide, and to reconcile a given set with a value of (v / different from the first

moment calculated from it, follows directly from the basic equations used to evalu-

ate the experimental data leading to these quantities: The quantity/vi is usually

' independently de_ermined by measuring a gross count
,
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a- c(w)q (I)

where c is the detection efficiency for a single neutron, and q is the source strength

(in fissions). The observed neutron multiplicity Qn, i.e. that n neutrons from a

given fission are observed, is related to the Pv by

Q,_ = EPvCCu, n)¢nC1 - ¢)v-,_, CCu, n) -- u!ln!Cu - n)! (2)

and the inverse relation from which the Pv are determined,

Pv -- EQ,_cCn, u)e-'_Ce- 1)Cn-v) (3)

Itfollowsfrom theseequationsthat a set Pv may be consideredas being derived

from experimentallyobtainedQn usinga detectorof efficiency_.Moreover,ifthe

best valueofthe firstmoment is(u)_insteadofthe (u)impliedby the data,then

[from(1)]the Pr' correspondingto (v)'would be givenby

Pr' - EQ,CCn, u)Cc')-"(e'-1)("-v) (4)

where (u>'e' = <u>e. (The equations (2), (3), and (4) preserve the normalization

of the P_, and also the values of quantities that can be shown to be independent

of e,such as (v(v- l))/(v)_ (UDiven'sparameter"),and (u(u- l)(v- 2))/(v)s,

etc.)In effectthe originalincorrectvalueforthe firstmoment isbeingblamed on

an inaccuratevalueforthe efficiencyofthe detectorused in theexperiment.These

transformsthen produce a normalizedset of Pv_ yieldingthe acceptedvaluefor

(m)' = EruPt'.

3. Illustration Usin% Spontaneous Fission

Neutron multiplicity data for spontaneous fission of 24°pu, gathered from 1955

to 1984, will be used to illustrate the process. _ Since some authors rounded off the

Pv presumably in accord with the estimated error of their measurements, the first

step in the process was to renormalize the probabilities if necessary. Then using the

procedure outlined above, each probability distribution was transformed to yield the

' best available(evaluated)valueforE]vPv = (u) = 2.154± .005(prompt neutrons



per fission). These results are shown in Table I. The standard deviation was then

computed using the deviations from the mean of the group of seven for each _.

The first two data sets showed significantly more deviations beyond +a than the

other sets and on that basis were not used to form the _consensus" set, in which

the individual terms are a simple ur_weighted average of the remaining five results.

TABLE I

Pv for 240pU

Hamel *e Hicks *e Divert Baron Wang Zhan9 8old_-n4n Consensuq,
55 56 56 66 74 _4 ?_ atcl. Oer,

Po .0674770 .0518555- .0598767 .0672230 .0602461 .0628325 .0657_77 .06318521 .0033

P_ .2123022- .2412679+ .2346677 .2296671 .2323636 .2307696 .2323544 .Z319644 .00,9

P2 .3709042, .3512038 .3290595 .3287954 .3417481 .3380100 .329002Z .3333230 .0061

P) .2208222- .2298913- .2625685+ .2535573 .Z502577 .Z466918 .ZStOZ83 .2528201 .OO6O

pq .I050492 .1090102 .0963776 .09%201 .0945106 .I015568 .1011654 .0986461 .O031

Ps ,0234452. .0160176 .0167024 .0192328 .01S9182 .0199289 .0183174 .0180199 .0017

p_ .0000000 .0007536 .0007476 .0019044 .0049556 .0002106 .0023847 .0020406 .0018

<v) 2.1540000 ° 2,1540000t 2°1540000* 2.1540000* Z,t540000 e Z.l$4OOO0= 2.[540000" Z._,540000" .C05

<v(v-l)> 3.7962 3.7328 3.7465 3.8162 3.7862 3.7797 :3.8160 3.7889 .0290

(v(v-l) (v-Z)) 5.252R 5.0471 4.9803 S,2947 5.3196 S.1385 5.3193 5.2105 .1492

(v(v-l))/<v) 2 .81820 .80454 .80749 .82250 .81604 .81465 .8224 .81663 .0063

<v2P-(v> 2 l.)tO5 t.2471 1.2608 1.3304 1.3005 1.2940 1.3303 1.3032 .0290

<v2) 5.9502 S.8868 5.9005 5.9702 5.9402 5.9337 5.9700 5,9429 .oz90

• data sets made to conform to this value

** dtta sets not used to form consensus because of several deviances beyond ,, •

,bmeans Pv deviates by ) + o

- means Pv deviates by < - •

4. Methodology for Neutron Induced Fission

Induced fission data presents additional problems, but mostly of a practical

nature brought about by the relatively poor statistical precision of the existing

data. There is only one available data set for n +23s U, n .+.238 U, and n +

239Pu, for En between 1.36 and 25 MeV, unpublished presumably because of the

poor statistical precision, s Certain of the Pv derived at some energies were negative

(because of the formal way in which statistical errors in the experimental results

propagated), which is mathematically and physically impossible for a probability.

Moreover, considered as a function of energy, the cited Pv often exhibit fluctua-

tions obviously related to poor counting statistics rather than to any real physical

process. Fortunately relatively precise values for {v} at thermal neutron energy

(except for 2zsU), and as a function of incident energy well into the fast neutron

energy region, are available. Moreover the behavior of <v> with energy is particu-

larly simple, allowing interpolation (and extrapolation to zero energy in the case of

23sU) with confidence. In principle the evaluated available data for (v> should be

. used, but in the present instance it was thought better to use the values obtained
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by She same experimenters furnishing the multiplicity data. 4 The value of (v) for
the three nuclides is shown in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1

Any of the Pv , for a given t: as a function of neutron energy Ea, is a bell shaped

curve, or a portion of one. For the smaller z/values only the decreasing tail of the

bell appears, starting at En = 0. For intermediate values of z/the whole bell shaped
curve appears except the ascending part cut off at En = 0; the function rises to a

maximum and then declines, as though it might approach 0 aJymptotically at high

energies. The Pv , being probabilities, must sum to unity at any energy. Therefore

the only way for (L// to increase monotonically with energy, as can be seen to be

the case from Figure 1, is for there to be an increase in the Pu for higher values

of with a corresponding decreaae in the relative importance of those Pu for smaller

values of L/. Thus the maxima of the bell-shaped functions appear at successively

higher energies the higher the LIvalue. The data show no evidence for any more

complicated behavior than this for any of the Pu as a function of neutron energy.

5. Illustration for Induced Fission

The above qualitative picture of the behavior of each multiplicity probability

as a function of energy furnished a guide for processing the data. As illustrated for

23gpu in Figure 2, the lowest possible orders of polynomials were used for least-

squares fitting each multiplicity. It might be preferable in principle to use Hermite

functions for the fitting since they have the possibility of going asymptotically to

zero at either extreme and certainly reproduce the desired bell-shape characteristic

. desired. However.over the limited range of energy 0 to 10 MeV, simple polynomial



desired. However over the limited range of energy 0 to 10 MeV, simple polynomial

fits were adequate and certainly easier to implement. Though the reported multi-

plicities extended up to 25 MeV, it was decided that only the data up to about 14

MeV merited being treated, with the data from the last 4 MeV being used mainly
as a guide to indicate how best to fit functions over the lowest 10 MeV. In the case

of P8 it was also necessary to average groups of points with respect to energy to

reduce the scatter to a tolerable amount. After smoothing by fitting polynomials

the Pv will in general no longer sum to unity, failing by about a percent in the

present case, and so the numbers were then renormalized. Equations (2), (3), and
(4) were then applied a_ in the spontaneous fission example, with the condition that

the value of (u / at any energy must equal the interpolated evaluated data for that

parameter (Figure I) at that energy.

FIGURE 2
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This procedure then produces a normalized set of Pr' asa function of E, which

yields the proper value of (u)' at that energy. In principle a new least-squares fit

with respect to energy can be made for the P_,', _he results renormalized, and

again reconciled with the bes_ available values for (u). However this process is



rapidlyconvergent,so thatonlya marginalimprovementwould result.A plot

oftheP_ resultingfrom theabove process,forneutronsbombarding239Pu,for

neutronenergiesfrom 0 to10 MeV, isshown inFigure3;TableIIliststhesame
information.

FIGURE 3
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TABLE II

Pu vS. En (MEV) tor II_Pu

En 0 % Z ) 4 S 6 P 8 q lO

v

0 .nln_.R_6 .0_84842 ._0_2555 .0045860 .0_329N8 .0022150 .0014Rg) .Qqnqo_| .0_4_41 .0_80f$ ._n_2_4
I .0191916 .07900)0 .061192l .0411_79 ._314390 .029[416 .02323_9 .01_]52R .01l$P_) .0ni1460 .0q)_6
Z .2t4_q98 .2S]_lP5 .2?_5608 .19_)002 .11841q6 .I4)1645 .l]lh41q .03h_l10 .O}ISPal .n_l_?@ ,_I)_t_
] .1269;_6 .32898/0 .32606)) .31_4661 .3071_64 .292_0_6 ,2156_t! .2_5_5?4 .2335325 .20J_19 .ld??llq
4 .?04606l .232qlll ._588354 .27q?_ll .2_4e565 .)O&)q_? .3141_ .3!_4_& .]Pl32_9 .220_21 .)151151

.072_14 .080016| .095_q10 .|lS_SO .13_25q4 .164|_41 .l_92_97 .213a_8 .215_614 .254_6 .25_)_?
6 .00912R? .015558[ .0224705 .O)OIl?q .03_6138 .O4H4341 ,O597]53 ._7217]9 .A_IP] .I_)2344 .)2_14)
? .0006)Ol .OO11/60 .0025946 .0048421 .0018101 ._11615L .016,1_8 ,O2II)]) .??f;_15 .l!_)?S5 .,_;)7%_
8 .0001685 .00_3469 .00052fl5 .OnO7233 .O01004& .0014140 .0020qll .00282¢6 .Oq)lS)l ._%4)_ ._31_17

<v) 2.B760000 ).OORlSOO 3.1628300 ).3167800 3.4701300 3.6246800 3,77863OO 3.93?5800 4.0_65)0Q 4.?4fl(qO0 4.)q4aaq_
(,(w.l)) 6.1419RR8 7.4101)4_ 8.23970_B 9.1241373 10.O544377 11.O243551 l?.n)il)_4 13.n?_4119 14.1602527 15.2_II:_3 l_.¢?E)l_@

¢,(v-l)(v-2)) 12.5!141[4 14.6923444 II.32104i5 20.4416846 23.9061613 21.6_64348 31,711l_06 36.1911684 40.9_?1612 _6.2115575 51._4164_I
,(v-i ))l<v)z .Rl$_242 ._IRS6_) ,R))_2] ,_2qlSq4 .834_?2_ .R$q1_Ol .6426)4q ._4_?4q .)$)llll ._i_))_l ._11_13

<,Z>-(v)_ 1.3526129 1.3662954 1.3990314 1.4398816 1.4192_12 1.5101299 1.531}640 1.542_O66 1.5410550 1._4)_71_ l.bbda)6_
_vz ) 9._19888 10.4196539 11.402530_ IZ.4409111 13.5251671 14.6490]51 15.809_084 1P.00_9919 18.2461_Y_ _9.5116153 p_._bl_)_!



6. Critique of the Results and Future Directions

Table I indicates that for spontaneous fission, once sets of Pv are normalized

and transformed to yield the same value of (v), they become comparable and allow
a subset of them to be chosen for inclusion in a consensus set and uncertainties in

the consensus set to be evaluated objectively.

For induced fission there are other indications of the plausibility of the proce-

dure outlined above: P_ data for E, = 0 for (235U + n) and (2SgPu + n) exist that
were derived in experiments independent of those for En > 1.36 MeV. The latter

data extrapolated to En = 0 gives a Pv which agrees well with the consensus of

measured Pv at En = 0. This is illustrated in Table III using (235U + n) for ex-
ample. Column (a) haz the extrapolated data resulting from the fitting process; it

predicts a (v) = 2.41052. Column (b) lists this data transformed so that it predicts

a value <u) = 2.41400, the best value for this nuclide at En = 0. Column (c) lists
the consensus Pv arrived at from experiments with thermal neutrons, which give

<u) = 2.414 + 0.007. The three alternatives are consistent with one another, given
the listed uncertainties in the thermal data. Similar agreement was obtained for

the evaluation of the (239Pu + n) system multiplicities.

TABLE III

Comparison of Pr(En = O) for (239pu . n), derived in different ways

a) curve fitted, <v> = 2.87737.

b) curve fitted, normallzed to <v> = 2.87600.
c) consensus data, normalized to <v> = 2.37600.

(a) (b) (c)

Pv P P P
U V V

std, dev.

0 .0108819 .0108593 .OlOS601 .00003
I .0993848 ,0g959q4 .09g3N44 .0028
2 .2747747 .271980N .27_8137 .ON03
3 .3269322 ,326£54g ,3270500 .0011
4 .2046922 .2044754 .2047660 .NO_/
5 .072745_ .0726004 .0727720 .0133
6 .0097395 .009713_ .0097430 .0027
7 .ONOfi463 .N006452 .0006310 .0009
8 .0002726 .0002716 ....

<v> 2.8773708 2.8760000 2.8760000 .009
<v(v-l)> 6.2569620 6.7505254 6.7a35 .0134

<v(v-t)(v-2)> 12.6350212 12.6169716 12.5447 .0539
<v( v't)>/<v>2 ._161309 .8161309 ._1528 .00223

<vZ>-<v>2 1.3550705 1.35514qR 1.348l .0134
<v2> 9.6343328 9.6265254 9.6195 .0194



Two distributions may be considered equivalent if their corresponding moments

are equal. In the above work only the lowest two moments, the normalization (the

"zeroth" moment) and the first moment, were forced to be equal. Speculating, it

would seem better if a way could be found to have higher moments involved also,

say the second factorial moment, (v(u- 1)), or the ratio (v(v- 1))/(v) 2. The latter
is especially attractive since it is insensitive to the efficiency of the detector used

and is a measure of the width of the Pv distribution. However, at this writing the

formalism for this has yet to be developed.

Recently there has been an upsurge of interest in spallation neutron sources.

It is thought that the similarities between the evaporation part of such sources and

fission sources (aside from the fact that (v) is an order of magnitude larger) will
allow similar treatment of the multiplicity data for such sources.
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